
Great Starters Great Starters
1. Start with a Question

Do you hate homework? Do you wonder why it was even invented? Can you
imagine how great it would be to come home in the afternoon and be able to kick back
and watch YouTube or text with friends without having to think about school?

2. Start with a StOry
On a dark December night in1776, as he led a barefoot brigade of

revolutionaries across the icy Delaware River, George Washington said,
your fat behind, Henry. But slowly or you'll swamp the darn boat."

ragged
"shift

3. start with a Personal Experience
As the fire grew, sparks crackled into the sky, floating up until they cooled and

faded into the darkness. I added logs to the fire and bundled up with a blanket. Four
days of hiking in the Cascades had sapped my strength.

4. starr wirh a Stronq Opinion
Never drink soda. Sugary drinks like soda are so bad for you; drink water

instead.

5. stort with o StfOnq FACt
Dogs hove d sense of fime. They know when if's dinner time and when

it's time for their walk. Dogs pick up on routine and will miss their owners
when they are lafe coming home.

6. Start with a uote
"It is not enough to have a good mind; the main thing is to use it well." Rene

Descartes said this hundreds of years ago and it is still true today.

T.Startwith 
" 
LiSt

Darkness. Kids running wild. Crn y cosnrmes. All that candy and scaring people.
Of allthe holidays in theyear, I love Halloween the most.
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Great Endings Great Endin$s
1. End with a Ouestion

Back in April, when they threw out the first ball, no one in the city expected
such success. But as this sensational season comes to a close, the one thought on
every fan's mind is this: can they do it again next year?

2. End with a Strong Feeling
As I drove away,I was overwhelmed by my emotions. I was still

shaking a little from the collision, and I was angry my car had been so badly
damaged. But I was also thankful. I felt like this was the luckiest day of my
life.

3. End with a Conclusion or something you learned
I learned I shouldn't lie because it gets me in worse trouble. lf l'm ever in

this situation again, l'm not going to lie. The next time I have a problem, l'm going

to tell someone about it and ask for help.

4. End w¡tn AdviCe
There are many activities you can choose to make your bírthday

celebration an unforgettable one. But if you're thinking about skydiving, take
my advice: stop thinking. In years to come, I'm going back to good old cake
and ice cream.

5. End with o wish, hope of df eam
I hope someday I con be a good porent just like my mom. I don't

know how she does it, how she alwoys seems to know whot to do when
things go wrong, ond how she stays so positive oll the time. She's a

greot role model!

6. End uy Talking about the Future
Last year was definitely the hardest, craziest year of my life. And I loved it!

Things are going great now. I never knew the incredible feeling of accomplishing
things that in the past seemed impossible.

7. End with 
" 
Recommendation

Even after all the bad things that happened, itwas still a fun evening, and

the fbod was delicious. Ifyou go to The Escape Room I can't guarantee strange
things wont happen. But I recommend this restaurant to any family looking for
something out of the ordinary.
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List of Common Similes

- As quiet as a mouse

- As quick as a flash
- As white as a sheet

- As black as night
- To sleep like a log

- As blind as a bat

- As alike as two peas in a pod

- As big as an elephant

- As black as coal

- As bright as a button
- As brave as a lion
- As bold as brass

- As busy as a bee

- As clear as crystal

- As clear as a bell
- As cold as ice

- As common as dirt
- As stubborn as a mule

- As soft as silk
- As cool as a cucumber

- As cunning as a fox
- As dead as the dodo

- As deaf as a post

- As dead as a doornail
- As different as chalk from cheese

- As dry as a bone

- As dull as dishwater

- As dry as dust

- As easy as A.B.C.
- As flat as a pancake

- As free as a bird
- As gentle as a lamb

- As hungry as a wolf
- As light as a feather

- As innocent as a lamb

- As mad as a hornet

- As plain as day

- As sharp as arazor
- As slippery as an eel

- As slow as a snail

List of Metaphors

- He has a voice of a crow
- He has a voice of a wolf
- He has the heart of a lion
- He is the sun of my sky

- He tried to help but his legs were rubber

- Her hair was bone white

- Her lips were butterflies

- Her positive attitude is a lighthouse for
the hopeful

- His belt was a snake curling around his
waist

- His plans were rock solid

- Ideas are wings

- Life is a mere dream, a fleeting shadow
on a cloudy day

- Light of their life
- Love is fire
- Thoughts are a stormo unexpected

- Truth is food for him
- You are the light in my life
- They were eaten up with hatred

- Mistrust had poisoned their relationship
- The weeks crawled by until we could
meet again

- Anger bottled up inside her

- His words were cotton candy

- He was a lion on the battlefield
- The computers at school are old
dinosaurs

- The ballerina was a swan, gliding across
the stage

- The stars are sparkling diamonds

- My big brother is a couch potato

- Her tears were a river flowing down her
cheeks



Common Idioms
A hot potato

Speak of an issue (mostly current) which
many people are talking about and which is
usually disputed

A penny for your thoughts
A way of asking what someone is thinking

Actions speak louder than words
People's intentions can be judged better by
what they do than what they say.

Add insult to injury
To further a loss with mockery or indignity;
to lvorsen an unfavorable situation.

At the drop of a hat
Meaning: without any hesitation; instantly.

Back to the drawing board
When an attempt fails and it's time to start
all over.

Ball is in your court
It is up to you to make the next decision or
step

Barking up the wrong tree
Looking in the wrong place, Accusing the

wrong person
Beat around the bush

Avoiding the main topic. Not speaking
directly about the issue.

Best of both worlds
Meaning: All the advantages.

Best thing since sliced bread
A good invention or innovation, A good idea
or plan.

Blessing in disguise
Something good that isn't recognized at first.

Burn the midnight oil
To work late into the night, alluding to the
time before electric lighting.

Can't judge a book by its cover
Cannot judge something primarily on
appearance.

Caught between a rock and a hard place.
Vy'hen someone finds it difficult to choose
between two alternatives.

Costs an arm and a leg
This idiom is used when something is very
expensive.

Cross that bridge when you come to it
Deal with a problem if and when it becomes
necessary, not before.

Cry over spitt milk
When you complain about a loss from the
past.

Cut corners
Vy'hen something is done badly to save

money.

Devil's Advocate
To present a counter argument

Don't count your chickens before the eggs have
hatched

This idiom is used to express "Don't make
plans for something that might not happen".

Elvis has left the building
The show has come to an end. It's all over.

Every cloud has a silver lining
Be optimistic, even difficult times will lead
to better days.

Hear it on the grapevine
This idiom means 'to hear rumors' about
something or someone.

Hit the nail on the head
Do or say something exactly right

Hit the sack / sheets / hay
To go to bed.

In the heat of the moment
Overwhelmed by what is happening in the

moment.
It takes two to tango

Actions or communications need more than
one person

Jump on the bandwagon
Join a popular trend or activity.

Kill two birds with one stonê
This idiom means, to accomplish two
different things at the same time.

Last straw
The final problem in a series of problems.

Let the cat out of the bag
To share information that lvas previously
concealed

Method to my madness
An assertion that, despite one's approach
seeming random, there actually is structure
to it.

Miss the boat
This idiom is used to say that someone
missed his or her chance

Not playing with a full deck
Someone r,vho lacks intelligence.

Piece of cake
A job, task or other activity that is easy or
simple.

Put wool over other people's eyes

This means to deceive someone into
thinking well of them.

Sit on the fence
This is used when someone does not want to
choose or make a decision.



Personif icotíon Exomples
. Lightning danced across the sky.
. The wind howled in the night.
. The car complained as the key

was turned.
. Rita heard the last piece of pie

calling her name.

. My alarm clock yells at me every

morning.
. The avalanche devoured

anything standing in its way.
. Traffic slowed to a crawl.
. The door protested as it opened

slowly.
. My house is a friend who
protects me.
. The moon played hide and seek

with the clouds.
. That book was so popular, it flew
off the shelves.
. My car's headlights winked at

me.
. She is so beautiful the camera

loves her.

. The stairs groaned as we walked

on them.

. 'Winter's icy grip caused people

to shudder.
. Our vacuum hums a happy tune

while it cleans.

. You need to cross over at the

mouth of the river.
. Time flies and waits for no one.

. My flowers were begging for
water.
. The ivy wove its fingers around

the fence.
. The thunder was grumbling like
it was angry.
. Hail pounded the houses and

streets.

. The cactus saluted those who

drove past.

. The wildfire ran through the

forest at an amazing speed.

Personification in
Advertising

. Oreo: Milk's favorite cookie - Oreo

. Nothing hugs like Huggies - Huggies diapers

. Goldfish: The snack that smiles back - Goldfish
snack crackers

. Kleenex says bless you - Kleenex facial tissues

. The car that cares - Kia



nds People

Achoo
Ahem
Argh
Bawl
Belch
Blab
Blurt
Boohoo
Chat
Chomp
Chortle
Eek
Gargle
Gasp
Giggle
Grunt
Guffaw
Huh
Hum
Humph
Hush
Knock
Moan
Mumble
Munch
Murmur
Mutter
Phew
Snap
Slap
Slurp
Smack
Sniff
Snore
Snort
ugh
Whisper
Whoa
Yawn
Yikes

Sounds Animols Moke

Jangle
Jingle
Ka-boom
Kerplunk
Mmm
Ooze
Ow
Pant
Ping pong
Pitter patter
Plink

Onornatopoeia

Arf
Bao

Bork
Bow-wow
Buzz
Cockle
Caw

Chatter
Cheep

Chirp
Cluck
Cock-o-doodle-doo
Coo

Cuckoo

Eeyore
Gobble
Growl
Hee-haw
Hiss
Honk
Hoot
Howl
Moo
Meow
l!1oo

Neigh
Oink
Peep

Prottl¿
Purr

Quock
Ribbir
Roor
Screech
Snorl
Tweet
Worble
Whimper
Whine
Whinny
Woof

Plop
Pluck
Poof
Pop
Pow
Puff
Rattle
Ring
Ruff
Rumble
Rustle
Sizzle
Slash
Slip
Slither
Slop
Smash
Snip
Splash
Splat
Splatter
Splish
Splosh
Sputter
Squawk
Squeak
Squeal
Squelch
Squish
Swoosh
Thud
Thump
Thwack
ïck tock
Tic-toc
Tinkle
Trickle
Tsk
Vroom
Waffle
Wallop
Whack
Wham
Whip
Whir
Whiz
Whoop
Whoosh

nomatopoeia

Bam
Bang
Bash
Beep

Blah
Blare
Bling
Boing
Boink
Boo
Boom
Brrr
Bubble
Buck
Bumble
Bump
Burp

Choo-choo
Chuckle
Clap
Cough
Clang
Clank
Clash
Clatter
Click
Clicketyclack
Clink
Clip clop
Clunk
Crackle
Crash
Creak
Croak
Crunch
Ding dong
Drip
Fizz
Fizzle
Flick
Flip
Flutter
Glug
Groan
Grn
Gurgle
Hiccup
Ha-ha
Ho ho ho

ore

mples



Examples of Long and Short Sentences

Last Holiday Concert by Andrew Clements

Usually his niom had to pull Hart out of bet at the last second so he could throw

on some clothes, drag a comb though his hair, grab a piece of toast and swàllow ofjuice,
and then sprint to catch the school bus. And as he hunied thlough the kitchen Sarah

always said something like, "Itos so stupid to be late!"

Not today. Hart was starting a second bowl of cereal when his parents had corne

into the kitchen a little before seve¡i.

P.9

The principal was smart, too. Because Hart understood why the man had told him

to wait in the office until the period was over. Mr. Richards didn't think it would be a

good idea for Hart and Mr. Meinert to be in the same room again, at least not right ar',ray.

And }{art agreed. Completely . p.27

Hart hadn't budged from his chair" His desk was like his lifeboat, a safe place to

watch from. Only four other kids besides Hart were still sitting at their desks. Two of
them had begun doing homework, and the other two kids - Colleen and Ross - were

arguing. Colleen Hester was almost yelling at Ross Eastman, and he was shaking his head

and making a face back at her. Hart didn't care much for either of them, especially

Colleen, Too bossy. As Hart watched, Colleen arid Ross stood up and walked dorvn front
to Mr. Meinert's desk. Pg. 54



Similes and Metaphors in The Last Holiday Concert by Andrew Clements

It got quiet again, but silent children are like a rising river. Sooner or later the water spills
over the banks... .....
As the low talking spread, a few kids kept saying, "Shh...SHHHH," but the shushing
couldn't hold back the flow. Pg.52

Hart hadn't budged from his chair. His desk was like a his lifeboat, a safe place to watch
from. P.g 53

Onomatopoeia

As the low talking spread, a few kids kept saying, "Shh... SHHHH," but the shushing
couldn't hold back the flow. Pg.52

From far away, out in the echoing hallway, a deep bell rang - dong, dong, dong - and the
audience hushed, straining to hear the distant sound.
p.149

Thought Bubbles
Last Holiday Concert by Andrew Clements

Then he thought, Except what about the second day? Staying late two days in a

row is gonna lookfishy. Mom'll want all the details. And what about Sarah being alone

for half an hour both days? Mom won't like that. Page 34

Hart knew that if he got caught telling anything less than the whole truth, that

would mean big trouble. He reached for the sausage-and-mushroompizza, and he

thought, So maybe I should just tell what happened qnd take my chances.

Page 34



RePcaters

L,ast Holiday Concert by Andrew Clements

"YoLl see, no one's corning to that concert to see me. I'm just the music teacher.

Everyone is coming to see/o¡1, to listen to you, To watch the wonderful program. So

låal's when things will start to get fun. Because from this moment on, the holiday concert

is all up to you. To you. Not me. It not my concert. lt's your concert," Pg, 49

And whenever Mr. Meinert glanced up, there was Hart in the thick of it all,

walking from cluster to cluster with his clipboard, making notes, making jokes, making

friends, pulling the whole chorus together. p.78

I"Iart smiled and nodded as Jim Barker explained his exciting plan to rean'ange the

whole auditoriurn..,Hafi srniled and nodded as [,isa Morton explained how she wanted to

fly around the stage on wires like Peter Pan...Hart smiled and nodded as Olivia Lambert

and Shannon Roda ciescribed their dance routine,..And Captain Hart Evans smiled and

noclded and took careful notes in his ship's log. '.p.90, 9l

Fle was the one convincing the PË teacher to dotrble up their classes ancl stay out

of the old gym for a few days. He was the one convincing teachers with lunch duty to

take the kids to the playground instead of the old gym on these blustery December days'

I{e was the one assuring the principai that he hadn't lost his mind and that he wasn't

trying to give the sohool a black eye by letting sixth graders run their own concert. IIe

was the one showing up at school early, and working with the soloists late almost every

evening. He was the one making sure the doors of the old gym were open'..144

Book of Shadows

So Olive flopped around the house. She floppecl on couches, she flopped in easy

chairs, she flopped on the porch swing, and she flopped on empty beds. She thought and

thought and thought until she could feel the neurons in her brain sizzling out like Fourth

of July sparklers. But nothing new calne to her. If she was trying to put apuzzle together,

Olive realized, she was still missing most of the pieces' Pg 79



Zoom ln

The strategy of 'zoomlng ln'goes by many names: 'explodlng a moment' 'magnlfying a moment', 'hotspot'

'snapshot', 'adding detail' or 'slowing the action.' What ever the name, the idea is the same. The author

writes in a way that expands a slgnlflcant part of the story with the intent¡on of drawing the reader's

attention to the words and the events.

ln introducing this strategy to students, it is ¡mportant to use authentic examples from children's

literature, your own wr¡ting, and writing by students, Such examples will prove powerful in illustrating

how thls strategy takes the reader closer to the subject and the action of the piece, lt is also important to

provide opportun¡ties for students to learn in different modes - by drawing, talking to peers, moving

their bodies, etc ,to better appreciate the concept of zooming ln.

When sharing passages where the author has clearly zoomed in ask the students to visualize what the

characters are doing and then discuss with their writing partners what they are visualizing. Ask them to

think beyond any illustrations that may accompany the relevant text, Encourage students to discuss in

groups their visual observations. Following this, ask students to share what their group saw in their minds

while reading the passages.

You might ask questions about how much action could be seen from the beginning of the passage to the

point where the passage ends.

Repeat this with other passages, reinforclng what the students are describing. Hopefully they will notice

that the authors keep moving closer and closer to what is being described'

Have students divlde a blank piece of paper lnto three sections.

Display an illustration from a familiar book and ask students write a descrlption in the first section. Then

cover half of the illustration, and the students write a description of what they see. Finally, covers all but

one small aspect of the lllustration, ask students write thelr descriptions.

Share student descriptions -with a partner, in small groups, whole class etc'

Ask students to go to a story in their wrlter's notebooks and find a place where they now believe they can

'zoom in.' lt might prove useful to have students talk to a partner about where they mlght "zoom in"

before they start writing. After the students have tried the stretegy, ask some of them to read thelr

revised work. Then have the class discuss how the writer "zoomed in" on the action'

Key Feetures Of Zooming ln

Focuses on a brief, yet ¡mportant moment in the text
Enlarges images in the same way a camera lens works, The scene becomes crisperl

Provides a specific use of the strategy, 'Show, Don't Tell'
lnvolves the use of precise words, the senses, characters feelings/emotions

Builds the tension in the story,

I
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